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Selective Learning of Prose Passagestue to

....... $ Aggression Content
. : '

. ',

I. Introduction.
.

,. ,..

.
,

. . . .

Today I'm going to describe a test of the selective learning hypothesis.

This hypothesis states' that "people's learning for verbal materials will be

affected in varyingwaysby the material's threatening or unpleasant content."
4

. ' .

In otheiLVIAds, if rou present a story abAt murder and you present a story

. about, mashed.potatoes, people will ream the story about murder differently be-
.

cause of its threat.
..

.
, .

This area hasbeen studied for at least 70 years, and the first thing I'll
. 0,

.
, .

. .,

. discuss is the history of the hypothesis. The second thing I'll discuss is

the methodological difficulty of studying the area,and,the third and last
s'

thing ilai discuss is the present experiment.

II. Histokyof the Hypothesis
.

A. Origin. The first selective learning experiments in this country be-
.

.gan in the 191b's and by 1930, roughly 30 studieS were reviewed in a paper by
.

.

. .

.Meltzer. Typically, in,these experiments, an experimentertpresented some
1 t. , .

. .

4 threatening verbal materialse-usually threatening words in word liits, and.also.
4 ' ... r ft 4 3(

presented some matched non-threatening materials, to participants. The experi-.
' ..

# .

menters then teste4 if.the /earninkof participants would be influenced by the
.

. ..

threatening content of the 4
0

. 1.7

Early experimenters identified. this selective learning research as a test

of Freud's theory of repression. They hadsome justification in this. In

. ' '.... .

Preudrs nychopathology of Everyday Life, he refers. IA ',mitten material which,
.,

4

because of some imputation or content, may be learned less well or forgotten.
o ' . . ,..
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Ip other words, Preud theorized that some written material. could be kept out
.

o consclousness because of the unacceptable sexual or aggresi instinctual

diives'it called fo rth. 4, e In the of Dreams
a x

. /. .... ' ..

and elsewhere,__Ereud postulated many intervening,mechanisms'which would bring .

1
111e .

-about this response.
..

.
'

4
In the 1950's, researchers split cover whether the laboratory selective

%

....

learning experiment is.an adequate
,

or reasonable test of repression. Th at
1 .

'
, .,=,,

_ !rate hacontinued to the present, with articles by,,Zeller in 1950, Holmes in
. , ..

1974, and Erdelyi in 1'79 But it'll going to concentratesin.thi& paper only' on

measurement of the selective learning behavior itself, and not oilits implica:

tions for various personality theories.

III. Methodological Review

A. Results: -Up to now, I,have not mentiOned'the results of the'se stokes.-

Perhapt you have anticipated, even if you are not familiar With the area, that

the results are mixed. Several eperimentersInd reviewers have fade attempts'

.. .
....

to tome to terms with these mixed results. Zeller, for instance, nhis ex- .

cellent 1950 review of.the area, suggesVed that differing result's may be ane'tb

.
ow .

the differing age, sei, socioeconomic status, and so forth, of the participants

involved in Leese experimwits.

While. this is possible, I believe it is more
.
likely that differences in

experimental design may cause differing results. At first glance, the area.j"
, . .

,seems supple enough to research in. All dile need do,, A get some participants

and show them verbal stimuli with threatening content, and Verbal stimuli with-
.

. .

out it, and check for'differences in learning the stimuli. Its been done many

times. ahere are several problems with this, however. £et,us say that the

4 1*
N .

erperimentis_ conducted and threatening verbal materials' are learned less w#11,
_..

.

..

Many attr ibutes,of the words aside from threiiening_content_may be rausingtht;Th--..
.
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differences in leafning. For instance, have the words been equated on fre-

. . $ 4

qaency of occurence? Have they been equated in imagery, meaningfulness, and
. .

. q

soon? All of.these attributes influence retention. Furt her, Underwood dem-

ollitrated thaeelationships between each word and all the other words in a
. .

. list pfects leaining (1949). And, if words are combined into prose pas ages,
1 4

A

.

problqms of eqUating become evenmore complex.

The question mig?tt be raided as to whether there is a bet sign which

can bq usedto answer the research. question.

B., 'Individual differences. The answer)rsuggeSied as early as 1930 by

Meltzer, is to look at indiVidual differences. Say a threatening and non-
.

threatehing word list are iven to pdople. Sayalso, that some.people learn
%

. *u , .

the non-threatening.list bpst, whild outer people show a statistically signif- .

. -

icant opposite learning. When on' finds a result such as this, it is clear
4

that these are differences among the people. Thisis the case whether or not
%.

the stimuli are equAted,on ktrgputes other than threat, because with the same

_ stiyuli, equated or not, differencei are found he.people. Of course it
.

may be possible, though -less likely, that individual differences are in re-
.

t sponse to othef formal arribitte.g. But tfie Should exist, threat has an

.
. . u

.
r

,

.

effect,
.,,

.
. ,

. .

Historically, individual differences havhbeen mea'silre& by coming up with

a simple de score for an,individual. The Score on Sioerson's learning

the threatening,material is subtracted from their score on learning the non-

threatening
. I . 11,

material to crea'e A difference score.. The intent is that, this
$

difference score represents the difference in learning due to aggressive con-
.

.

tent in the words. This, resulting difference.store is then correlated with an

,0 %
.

,

.
independent personality attribute thought related to selective loaning. Now,

A r

...
4 , A .-__ tNrik

''''''''-,, in many..repects- this-approach-appears_tO bq a_ superior procedure becadie

.
.. .

, . .
, 1
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equating A stimuli becomes relatively unimportant.

/ * ___

.11-rget intois mafhema c)

.. . .

. /. The oly difficulty one might al. It is well know4
__-

/ -
1

that difference scores are often unreliable measurei When they are reliable,
r . s

. -.w.
they often .resent variance of the single scores 14hicll make them up, and

.

a. 4 --/-
little of the variance of the true difference itself: Thus, it should not be

t

surprising that difference studies by Eriksen, Smith, Holzberg, McReynolds and.
Ullman, and others report misted results.

A precaution against spurious results,,which has notieen reported pre-
,

viously, is to check wheffer learning for Ehe threatening and non- reatening

. -

\ t .

material is equivalent, that is, if the true scores have a correlation Of 1.0.
. .

The equation kor the reliability of difference scores states that, other things/
.

being equa l, as the correlation between the two learn ing measures rises, the.

reliability of the 'resulting difference score goes down. In the extrem-e-cale,

if the two tests correlate 1.0,.the reliability of the difference between them

equals 0. This makes intuitive sense in that, when the correlation between two
.44

tests is 1.0/ the two tests are measuring the exact same thing, and tre is

no detestabl e'difference between them to make a score out of.

,4!

Iv. Present Experiment 1

In the present.experiment, I expected that the selective learning truly

existed,ind that the effeCt n eeded to be ferretted.out. Stimuli used in this

casewere prose passAges. Artifactual results would be avoided by the use of

a preliminary check for equivalence of learning for the two stimuli set.
. --

.

A. Selection Of prosepastagesk Prose passagesetrwere selected from

.,
relatively unfamiliar literature: At first,

-'
f judgede ach tet as being cm-

0 4-
.

. ; .
..,

posed of one non- threatening and one aggressive passage between 190 And 250

words in length. Each passage in a set was,wraten by the same author or taken
,

.-

- _
r -

,
1

f.
. ,
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from a magazine such as "Newsweek't with a highly consistent style. Each pas,

sage was adapted to a,200-word framework so that is was coherent and easy to

, read. It was.accentid for aggressive material if .it was aggressive.
'3

Or, it

"

was toned down in threat if it was non-threatening. .tames and locations were

changed in the strtries so they would be dnrecognizeable to anyone who may by

chance have read.th'em before. After this prpcedure, four passa e sets were.
. chosen by the experimenter on the basis of the coherence of the writing, as

adapted to the 200-word framework.

B. Passage_ ratings` Each4passage was rated by three clinical psychology

, 7 ./

graduate students at Case Western Reserve University on both their aggressive

content, and their threatening content. Detailed instructions were given, and

raters used a 5 - point scale to rate the materials. Agreement among the raters

was quite high. Correla ns between the, three raters across the "ht pas-

sages ranged from .92 to .95 on aggression and from .77 to .98 on threat.
4.

In fact, the non-threatening assages had a mean rating on "atgrbsiivity
.

of 1.4 on a 5-pOint scale, with the high passage rating being 1.8 Aggressive,

passages. on the other hand, had a mean rating on aggressiviiy Of04.4, with the

low passage rating being 4.,3ron this 5-point scale, 1

C. Passage procedure. One passage set was eliminated due to its diffi:

.

culty, and the remaining three passage sets of six prose passaged we ,re ready

tcrbe used in a test of the selective learning h)gothesis. Learning waslas- .

sessed using the "ClozC" procedure, a technique developed by Taylor in the

1950's which operates in this manner. You present a patsage, first in its,
. 4

a

complete form, for people to learll. After a study period, you take aWay this

complete passage. Then, ydU present a
.

second cony of the passage, but this
i.r. ,

time with certain words deleted, 4 see how many of these deleted words a

person can supply. For each passage, every third word was.deleted,. with dif-

s'

1.0 7 ,

,I r

.1 4
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feTent starting points. Thetcloie procedure has been found to be correlated

roughly in the .80's
?

with other 'tests of cemprehinsion.

D. Participants. Nineteen students from Case Western Reserve University

were resented with these six passages, and instructions to learn them. After

they studied each passage for 3 minutes, they were given 7 minutes to complete

b.*

the Ooze test of,learning,

E. Results.
i

Responses to the 41oze test were recorded itei by item so

that some measures of internal consistency of the tests could be taken. Per:

(_centage recall was 64% of the aggressive-passages and 67% of the non-threaten- -

ing passages. That dells a difference in recall of 3% which was not statis-
r

tically significant.

It turned out that the correlation between-the summed aggressive and the

sumitedgn:th;eatening tests wap .93, with a 95% confidence interval from .82

.'to'.97.

An alternative scoring procedure was also used. In'-this alternative

Method, certain items were not scored that had been guesses by another group

of participants who had never before'seen the complete passages. Using this

the intercorrelation.actually rose to .97. This

4

rather informal and I wouldn't grant to put too

'selective scoring procedure,

second scoring procedure was

much emphasils on it.

Letts...4a back to thy' first correlation of .93. That is the estimated .

population correlation ,for the prediction of learniAg of aggressive prose pas-

sages from non-threatening prose panaget. But that's using unreliable meas-
.

ures. What mightthe intercorrelation be between learning for aggreisive and

non-threatening.passages with perfectly reliable measures? To find outt the

4 correlation was corrected for attenuation due'to unreliable Measures. Once

the .93 correlation was corrected for the unreliableimeasures Uhich make it up,

Obi 8
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the best estimate of it is .99. This corrected Correlation has a.9S9i confi-
t_....

.
. f

Bence interval from .92 to 1.00.

4

In other words, the best estimate of the intercorrelation between these
S

two tests is .99, or, that they are equivalent, within sampling variation.

This would strongly imply that there are no individual differences in

learning in response to aggressive content in prose passages. That is, learn-
.

ing for prose passages seems unaffected by aggressive content. We know this

because performance on aggressive prose passages can be predicted almost ex-

actly from performance on non-threatening passages. And when that is the case,

there can be no reliable indivi dtial differences'lietween them.
.

V. "Summary 4

The se lective learning hypothesis states that people's learning of verbal
.

.stimuli may be affected by threatening content of such verbal material. Six

prose passages, three aggressive and three non-threatening, were shown to'
1

.

peole. A previously unused, but more-accurate stapisticsal approach was /sec!
.._

to analyze the data. The best .estim te was that leaining for the two differ-

ent types of stimuli was equivalent wi hin sampling variation.

9

5,

.
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